1994 altima

The Nissan Altima is a midsize car that has been manufactured by Nissan since It is a
continuation of the Nissan Bluebird line, which began in The Altima has historically been larger,
more powerful, and more luxurious than the Nissan Sentra but less so than the Nissan Maxima.
The first through fourth generation cars were manufactured exclusively in the United States and
officially sold in North and South America, along with the Middle East and Australia. For other
markets, Nissan sold a related midsize sedan called the Nissan Teana which was between the
Altima and Maxima in terms of size. In , the Teana became a rebadged version of the fifth
generation Altima. The name "Altima" was originally applied to a top trim line of the Nissan
Leopard for the Japanese market in , [1] and then to the Nissan Laurel mid-size car sold in
Central America and the Caribbean before In , Nissan discontinued the Stanza which was a
Nissan Bluebird clone, replacing it with the US-built Altima, while remaining a compact car. The
first Altima was produced in June , as a model. All Altima models were built in Smyrna,
Tennessee , until June , when Nissan's Canton, Mississippi plant also began producing the
model to meet high demand. Initially, the car's official name was "Stanza Altima," which appears
on the early owners manuals. Suspension was composed of struts with stabilizer bars at both
ends and was noted for providing sporty, satisfying handling plus a firm ride and moderate road
noise ; all wheels were inches. Being one of the bigger compact cars, the Altima could seat four
adults fairly comfortably, though its body was too narrow for five. Some options included a gold
emblem package, molded mud guards, and a pin stripe. All models had small cup holders under
the radio and a small glovebox which were improved in the redesign. The base XE rare had
manual windows. The mid-line GXE had power windows, a power retracting antenna, pass thru
rear armrest, a digital clock in dash became optional on models , and color matched plastic
speaker grilles for the rear 6-inch speakers. In addition to the GXE features, the SE had a stiffer
suspension, fog lights, 3 leg mount rear spoiler models with a clear LED brake light , side skirts
no upper side moldings , and sport seats plus a standard sunroof in â€” It also had 4-wheel disc
brakes, which came on the other trim lines when antilock brakes were ordered. The to Maxima
and SX had similar technology but only showed speed. For it gave up all of the above in
exchange for standard leather previously optional. The Altima gained a darker burl wood dash
trim, a flush mount passenger airbag and regular seat belts. For , all the armrest lids were
thicker and about 4. The model year introduced also brought a new venetian blind -like grille,
new taillights red and clear , and a new 2 leg mount spoiler with a red LED brake light for the SE.
Some other changes included the removal of the rear speaker grilles for a flat rear deck, a
cheaper cloth interior, a plastic cover replacing the rear ashtray, and the digital in dash clock
was now optional. For the During the model year the GXE gained a new "Limited Edition"
package including alloy wheels, keyless entry, alarm, floor mats, and a Limited Edition sticker
on each side near the front wheels. The majority of final-year Altima models were dubbed " The
second generation chassis model L30 was an American market-only version, again styled by
Nissan's California design center under Doug Wilson through design freeze in A new interior by
Diane Allen brought a revised glove box and cup holders, a folding back seat except on XE , and
depowered airbags. The Japanese domestic market Bluebird U14 has different front and rear
ends, and slightly narrower width dimensions to comply with Japanese government dimension
regulations. While total volume remained identical at cubic feet 3. On the downside, many were
let down by the new model's plainer styling and cheapened interior; some also felt the gas
pedal was now too lightly sprung. The SE can be distinguished by its body-color grille, fog
lights, rear spoiler, alloy wheels, and white-faced gauges. In this generation of Altima, all GLEs
had leather seats standard. The majority of changes came for the model year. Gearing and final
drive ratios were shortened on both transmissions, stabilizer bars were thickened, and the
steering was firmed up. SE and GLE models also upgraded to inch wheels with lower-profile
tires, new Monroe struts with "acceleration-sensitive strut valving", and a front strut tower
brace for sportier handling all optional on GXE. The Altima grew slightly longer and got a
deeper front grille, one-piece headlamps with integrated turn signals and standard low-speed
cornering lamps, all-red taillights, and plastic trim on the deck lid. Inside were new front seats
with a driver's height adjuster, cup holders for the rear seat automatic transmission models
only , revised seat cloth, a new instrument panel with digital odometer, a new rear window
antenna, and the keyless entry fob now included a trunk release. For , the Altima GXE again
gained a Limited Edition package: power driver's seat, keyless entry with alarm and floor mats.
The third-generation Altima chassis model L31 debuted for the model year. The Asian Nissan
Teana is similar but not quite identical, designed for Southeast Asian market requirements; all
three model lines shared the same platform. The Altima grew significantly for this generation, as
interior volume expanded to The Altima's interior dimensions even surpassed that of the
higher-end Maxima , so the Maxima was moved more upscale into the full-size bracket.
Additionally, the Altima upgraded its rear suspension to a multi-link type and its brakes to

4-wheel discs. This was the first generation to offer a V6 engine. The Nissan Altima received a
facelift , including a new front grille, all-red taillights, redesigned interior, and an optional
DVD-based navigation system. The third-generation Altima was well received by the press, with
many critics praising the new style and extra space, being one of the most powerful and
best-handling family sedans available. As the Altima offered the performance and space of the
upper-market Maxima in a less expensive car, [14] this significantly reduced Maxima sales but
made Nissan competitive in the mid-size segment for the first time. Most of the criticism
centered on the interior found in the â€” models, which was cited for using hard and brittle
plastics. Some also found the steering too light and or abrupt, and the turning circle too wide
due to its elongated wheelbase. The 2. Some cases were because of owner neglect and other
cases involved the catalytic converter failing, forcing foreign objects back into the exhaust
manifold. Most reports were received after the vehicle is beyond , miles and more than eight
years old beyond any warranties and most of the reports had only to do with the â€” model
ranges. In April a class action lawsuit was filed in the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois on behalf of all Nissan Altima owners of through model years. The
lawsuit originally alleged that Nissan manufactured those model years with defective
floorboards on both the driver and passenger side of the vehicle but was dismissed by a judge
in January The resulting premature rust was extensive and generally happened out of warranty.
The real cause was that the front mudguards were not high enough and there was no
stoneguard applied to the metal plates underneath the vehicle. Other car makes from other car
manufacturers have also experienced the same problem to a lesser extent. Nissan changed the
design of the floorboards for the 4th generation and thus the problem did not reoccur again
from MY onwards. It was the first vehicle to use the smaller Nissan D platform , with a new front
and upgraded rear suspension. The Maxima and Murano also used this new platform starting
with the models. As with the previous generation, it shares much of its mechanicals and
platform with the Nissan Teana which is built for different market conditions in Asia. The fourth
generation Altima used revised versions of the engines from the third generation model. The
VQ35DE 3. This generation Altima came packaged with, for its time, new technology such as a
standard Smart Key referred to as the "Nissan Intelligent Key" , along with available Bluetooth
capability for cell phones, and a parking camera. The dashboard was designed with larger
buttons for easy readability and a total of eight cup holders, two in front of the center console,
two in the rear armrest, and one ounce cup holder in each door. Several hidden compartments
were added as well as doubling the glove compartment space to 0. For , all Altima models
received ABS with electronic brake-force distribution. For , a new base model, named the 2. To
save costs, the 2. Other cost-saving measures on the 2. Features such as air conditioning with a
single-zone manual climate control, a split-folding rear bench seat, Velour cloth seat trim,
keyless entry, and a push-button ignition were still included as standard equipment on the base
2. In for the model year, the Nissan Altima was facelifted with a new front fascia, hood, and
headlights, as well as new wheels and interior materials. However, the SR formerly the SE could
still be had with a 6-speed manual though this was for customer order only. It had a shorter
wheelbase, shorter overall length and lower height than the Altima Sedan. Like the sedan, the
Altima Coupe received a facelift for which included a redesigned front end, hood and grille, new
projector beam headlights, and the Altima Coupe 2. A new premium Bose audio system with a 4.
For the model year Generation 5 , the 3. This model year also included the first, standard
equipped, NASA inspired "zero gravity" front row seating. These seats use research from the U.
The Altima Hybrid was Nissan's first hybrid car , first introduced in February and discontinued
in the model year. In the U. Its hybrid-drive system was licensed from Toyota 's hybrid
technology ; the company asserted that subsequent hybrid models would be based on hybrid
technology developed in-house. The Hybrid featured a 2. Features on the Hybrid were identical
to that of the gasoline-only 2. The Hybrid also included the aluminum-alloy wheels that were
otherwise optional on the 2. Hybrid Sedan only : Includes 2. A redesigned Altima debuted at the
New York International Auto Show for the model year , and went on sale in the summer of Like
the Camry and Accord , it will continue to offer a base 4-cylinder engine with a 3. Specifications
for the QR25DE 2. Nissan estimates the 2. Most of the major mechanical components of this
generation Altima are carried over. For the first time, a manual transmission is not available.
Despite the larger size of the Altima compared to the previous model, the new Altima weighs
about pounds less. The Altima continues to be the lightest midsize sedan in its class; this is
mostly due to its efficient use of high strength steel and aluminum in areas such as the trunk,
hood, and roof. The front end shares the same new corporate grille as the Versa with more
angular headlights than the Versa's rounded ones. It draws many styling influences from " coke
bottle styling ", an appearance that was popular during the s and s, a return to an appearance
Nissan used during that time. Nissan offers the Altima in five different trims; 2. Alongside the

L33 Altima sedan, the previous-generation L32 Altima coupe will continue on sale. The 6-speed
manual transmission is no longer available in the Altima Sedan due to slow sales. The SL
model, which was once an equipment package for the Altima 2. In addition, the base 2.
Production started in late May and the car went on sale in June in the United States, and August
of the same year in Canada. The Altima will also be on sale in various other markets existing or
new , particularly the Middle East where it replaces the fourth generation L32A models, and the
Australian market for the first time sometime next year, replacing the Nissan Maxima J32 Teana.
The Nissan Altima Coupe was discontinued due to slow sales after the model year, which
means Nissan will only focus on the sedan model for the Altima while the hybrid and coupe are
discontinued. Model year saw the return of the SR performance model. Available with either 4 or
6 cylinder engines it comes equipped with 18 inch alloy wheels, sport decklid spoiler, unique
sport interior with blue piping on the seats, SR logo floormats, and leather wrapped steering
wheel and gearshift lever. In a comparison test by Motor Trend , the Nissan Altima 2. This was
followed by a third place showing in a comparison done by the Car and Driver team. This was a
series of three comparison tests involving mid-size sedans. In this particular test, four cars
were tested. The Volkswagen Passat is included in the test as it won the first round of mid-sized
sedan comparison. More recently, in a comparison test conducted by Edmunds. It is stated that
the Altima is good in almost everything with only minor deficiencies. It drives well, entertaining
on twisty roads, has comfortable seats and remains quiet on highways. It is the least expensive
but doesn't feel like it. The mileage figures only adds to its high appeal. The third generation
Nissan Teana was introduced to Japan, essentially being a rebadged version of the North
American Altima. In Japan, the Teana is offered in 2. In Thailand, the L33 Teana was debuted in
August where it was available with either a 2. Variants was also streamlined down to just three:
2. In Malaysia, the L33 Teana was launched in June where it is available with either a 2. Three
variants were available which was the 2. The Nismo Aero Package added front bumper soilers,
rear bumper spoilers, side skirts, trunk lid spoiler and exhaust finisher. Nissan India has
discontinued its Teana D-segment sedan as the Teana failed to generate volumes for the
carmaker in India in The company has also removed the saloon from its official website. The
model year received a thorough facelift including new front and rear bumpers, headlamps and
taillamps, reshaped Zero Gravity front seats, steering wheel and central console. A new SR trim
level added sporty seventeen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, sport cloth seating surfaces,
SiriusXM Satellite Radio , a front power driver's bucket seat, and a sports leather-wrapped
multi-function steering wheel to the S model. The 3. For , the 2. Also for , the previously-base 2.
This also meant that all Altima models now came standard with a five-inch color display audio
system, rear-mounted speakers, and Intelligent Key Access for all four doors, all of which were
not available on the 2. A new model, which is expected to debut during the New York Auto Show
as an early model, has been seen testing. It appears larger than the current model, and also
adapts styling cues from the Nissan Maxima , which include LED front head lamps and Nissan
's new "V-Motion" front grille. The push-button ignition appears to have also been relocated to
the center console, now located next to the transmission shift lever. For , the previous base and
slow-selling 2. The new "base" model of the Altima became the 2. This was previously optional
equipment on the Nissan Altima 3. Even with the 2. The car was revealed in October and was the
first car to be homologated for the New Generation V8 Supercar regulations, which were to be
used in the V8 Supercars Championship from onwards. It was the first time Nissan had raced in
the series since , when Nissan's Skyline GT-R was forced out of racing due to regulation
changes. Moffat and co-driver Taz Douglas finished on the podium at the Supercheap Auto
Bathurst , and the team has taken numerous other podium finishes. It is the world's first
production ready variable compression turbo engine. All Wheel Drive is only available on the 2.
Nissan began accepting preorders for the all-new Altima starting June 15, An Edition One
Special Edition model was offered exclusively to buyers who choose to preorder their all-new
Altima. The Edition One trim, based on the all-new Nissan Altima Platinum Turbo, was produced
in limited numbers, and offered features that was not offered on any other all-new Nissan Altima
models, such as nineteen-inch 19" dark gray-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, 'Edition One'
exterior badging, illuminated interior door sill kick plates, a rear spoiler, external ground
lighting, and unique 'Edition One'-embroidered premium carpeted floor mats. Finally, special
complimentary concierge services will be provided to those who preorder the vehicle. Nissan's
sister luxury vehicle brand, Infiniti , offered a similar incentive for those who preordered the
all-new second-generation Infiniti QX50 compact crossover SUV, though no special edition
model was offered to those buyers. In addition to the special edition Edition One, Nissan Altima
buyers could also preorder any other trim level. All Altima trim levels come equipped with
standard features such as the Nissan Safety Shield suite of driver assistance technologies, a
"D"-ring sport steering wheel, the Adaptive Driver Assist Display, the NissanConnect 8. All

models include a naturally-aspirated, 2. SR and Platinum models also offer the optional
turbocharged 2. Upper trim levels of the Altima offer GPS navigation with traffic and weather
information, HD Radio , a Bose premium amplified audio system, NissanConnect Services,
Nissan ProPilot Assist, additional driver assistance features, a leather-wrapped, heated steering
wheel, power-adjustable front bucket seats with memory for the front driver's seat, heated and
ventilated front seats and heated outboard rear seats, perforated luxury leather-trimmed or
"PrimaTex" seating surfaces, a power moonroof, woodgrain interior trim, and upgraded
aluminum-alloy wheels. It used SprayPainter spray painting robots to paint the mural twice and
change the background to 4 different designs endlessly from November 14â€”19, It has a Good
rating for all tests except for an Acceptable rating for headlights. Other important safety
features include: [81]. About a third of Nissan Altima's sales in the U. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 2. Gasoline : 1. Retrieved 28 April Levin and Special To
the New York The New York Times. New York Times. Retrieved October 8, Archived from the
original on Retrieved JB car pages. Car and Driver. American Archive of Public Broadcasting.
May Nissan USA. Jun 19, Paul Tan's Automotive News. Retrieved 14 January Nissan Online
Newsroom. Assembly plants to build all-new Altima". Mississippi Business Journal. The News
Wheel. SUV News and Analysis. NY Daily News. Sales Slow". Retrieved 3 February The Wall
Street Journal. Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Authority
control LCCN : sh Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead
external links from March Articles with permanently dead external links CS1 maint: archived
copy as title Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All
articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from December
Commons category link from Wikidata Official website different in Wikidata and Wikipedia
Wikipedia articles with LCCN identifiers. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact car â€”; â€” for coupes only Mid-size car
â€”present. Nissan Bluebird Nissan Stanza. Allan Flowers [2]. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive.
Nissan Quest V40 Mercury Villager. Doug Wilson [5]. Jerry Hirshberg [6]. Nissan D platform.
Nissan Teana. Toshiyuki Abe, Giovanny Arroba [37]. August â€”present [64]. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive or all-wheel-drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan Altima.
Straight-3 HR UD. Versa hatchback. Versa sedan. Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe.
GT-R R Vehicle sold only in Canada. LCCN : sh Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Altima. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Altima
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. A passenger-side airbag is added to this hot-selling Tennessee-built compact.
SE models gain a standard sunroof and GLEs have it as an available option. Read more. Write a
review See all 52 reviews. You can trust this car! Read less. Super reliable, impressive 5 speed
performance. Purchased used in with 90k miles At K plus The car is totaled but we all survived.
We will buy another Nissan Altima. I am sure the car would have gone another to K for sure.
This was our experience The only continuing issue was a small electrical issue Once the radio
antenna snapped of I had bad experience with it. I bought a 94 Altima one and a half month ago
with K on it. I did engine tune up two weeks ago, but the car has broken three times so far within
one month. While I was driving in the street, the car suddenly stopped without any sign. That is
dangerous. The first time, it had about 2 gallon gas, someone refilled the gad tank, and tried
hard to start, and it finally worked. The second time was in the evening, the car stopped with 5
or 6 gallon gas in it. My friend tried to use cable to jump start it, but failed. Superior reliable,
powerful and heaven to drive. I used my father's Chrysler model but nothing liked my Altima
when comes to dead heat in reliability when kids had it in school. Took many trips it got very
good fuel economy between mpg highway as my children went back and forwards to college.
One of the children had a wrecked doing heavier snow storm in luckily that little car protected
our daughter she got out without a scratch we did get it repaired but didn't look too well after

the crashed as had too get stuff fixed as - Wheel bearing: Strut: Oil sensor and steering rack
due to oil leak from accident. It was a comfortable car had lots of room me and my boys are tall
we had enough headroom as trunk was huge for subcompact car. One thing about those gen
Altima's hated were spending a fortune getting hubcaps replace as other owners were
experiencing otherwise had a bulletproof engine ran awesome. I would buy another Nissan but
they are using CVT in all new models these cars are dependable never die easily can sleep on it.
We traded a Chevy Corsica for that car due needed bit room space our first Nissan done us well
plus used commuting lots of trips. Only problems had were minor: CV joints: Brakes:
Distributor cap: Alignment: Struts: Hub bearings: Ignition coil: Alternator and Starter: The
interior held up well for a 21 year old car no problems out of anything mechanical it lasted
forever handled well and drove smooth when got it had a lot of power for a four cylinder engine
plus averaged 30 miles per gallon on highway absolutely loved our little Altima ran like a top
without spending time into a shop was most dependable car ever owned. See all 52 reviews of
the Used Nissan Altima. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Altima. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Good or Bad
credit we can help. The number one used car dealer in the new Downtown district - Stop in and
see why! Financing Is Not Available. Sold AS-IS. All Pre-Owned or Certified vehicles are Used.
All offers expire on close of business the day subject content is removed from website, and all
financing is subject to credit approval. Prices exclude tax, title, and license. All transactions are
negotiable including price, trade allowance, interest rate of which the dealer may retain a
portion , term, and documentary service fee. Any agreement is subject to execution of contract
documents. It is the customer's responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any
equipment listed. Description: Used Nissan Altima 3. Once you've chosen your next car, our
team of financing experts are trained to sort through various auto loans in order to help you find
the right one for your needs. We also work with all Credit Unions in the local area. Right off
route Description: Used Nissan Altima 2. Greenway Hyundai of The Shoals - a new way, the
right way. We are the home of upfront pricing, NO dealer fees, non-commissioned salespeople,
lower taxes, a 3-day money-back guarantee, and we'll buy your car even if you don't buy ours!
We can send you additional information, pictures, video, or answer any questions you might
have! Look right here! Want to feel like you've won the lottery? This Sedan will give you just the
feeling you want, but the only thing your long lost relatives will be after is a ride!!! Odometer is
miles below market average! Call or Visit us today for your Jump on our Super Savings! Now
Available! Red exterior on beige cloth interior. Every vehicle comes with a day warranty. We
have the lowest prices in Columbus and only stock vehicles that pass multi-point inspection.
Auto Palace
2003 ford expedition eddie bauer owners manual
2013 ford mustang wiring diagram
razor 400 scooter
is partnered with over 50 lenders and we make every effort to approve and find you the deal
you deserve. Fill out a credit application on finance page of our website or give us a call at to be
preapproved. Prices do not include doc fees, taxes, temp tag and title fees. We are conveniently
located at West Broad St. Columbus, OH Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type
Coupe 89 Sedan 12, Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 12, Manual 8. Engine
Type Gas 12, Cylinders 4 cylinders 11, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Title issue. Not
provided. Know The Deal. Certified Pre-Owned. Showing 1 - 18 out of 12, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. You can trust this car! Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

